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ABSTRACT

A more efficient coding scheme for H.264 by heuristi-

cally assign macroblock partition types for video foreground

and background coding is proposed. High visual quality

of foreground regions are retained while low bit-rate back-

ground coding is achieved. More importantly, the encoding

time is reduced significantly owing to the elimination of the

exhausted searches over all partition types during the RD

optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main features of emerging H.264 video compres-

sion standard is its adoption of a rate-distortion (RD) opti-

mization concept to find a balance between video coding

bit-rates and the quality. For this purpose, H.264 provides

more prediction options, e.g., several search modes in intra-

predictions and various block partitions in inter-predictions,

for coding macroblocks. However, the implementation of

the RD optimization needs to evaluate all possible coding

types for each macroblock intra- and inter- prediction, and

find the best type satisfying the given RD criterion. As a re-

sult, the encoding process of H.264 is extremely time con-

suming.

In this paper, a study of possible improvements of H.264

coding performance, by referencing video foreground and

background information, is reported. Some heuristics selec-

tions of macroblock size partitions for inter-predictions are

proposed to effectively maintain the visual quality of com-

pressed foreground regions and to reduce coding sizes of

background areas in a video frame. Moreover, the encoding

time can then be greatly reduced since exhausted searches

of all macroblock partitions are no longer needed.

1.1. Related work

Video content analysis has been an important topic in the

field of multimedia research. Many video layer decomposi-

tion methods, e.g., [2], [3], [9], [10], [14], are proposed to
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segment video frames into object regions and to cluster sim-

ilar regions of consecutive frames as grouped layers. The

most generic video layer decomposition is to divide a video

sequence to two-layered foreground and background repre-

sentations. By referencing this kind of layer information

and applying different coding schemes to different layers, a

video sequence can be compressed in a more efficient way.

Many coding schemes are also proposed for content-

based video compressions. In [7], a procedure for selecting

MPEG-4 coding models is proposed to dynamically com-

press different segmentation regions of videos. In [1], Eisert

et al. use high level 3-D object models to synthesize video

frames and propose an improved hybrid scheme to combine

traditional waveform coding and 3-D model-based coding.

Lu et al. [5] decompose a video sequence into sprites and

apply a directional spatial prediction to reduce the coding

bit-rates of background sprites. Though these methods are

not based on H.264, all their results indicate higher coding

efficiencies can be obtained by referencing high level con-

tent information.

Referring to H.264 researches, adaptive block-size trans-

formations are presented in [13] to extend the uses of vari-

able block sizes in the motion prediction to the transforma-

tion coding. With these flexibilities, higher coding perfor-

mances, namely rate savings and quality increases, can be

achieved. In [6], based on simplifying the cost function

computations, an efficient intra-prediction mode selection

method is used to avoid full block mode searches as well as

to maintain similar PSNR and bit-rates. Also for reducing

the computational costs of H.264 intra-prediction mode se-

lections, Kim et al. [4] apply a multi-stage sequential deci-

sion process to filter out probable modes and adopt a simpli-

fied RD optimization method to determine the final choice.

In [8], [11], bottom-up merging designs are suggested to

lessen the burden of searching all possible macroblock par-

titions for H.264 inter-predictions.

1.2. Our approach

Through investigating the effects of using various macroblock

sizes on the compression quality and bit-rates, some heuris-
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tics for selections of inter-prediction macroblock partitions

in H.264 are proposed in this paper to effectively and ef-

ficiently encode video foreground and background regions.

By employing the proposed heuristic assignments of block

partitions, the PSNR of compressed foreground regions are

increased, comparing to the standard RD optimization method.

Also, the compression sizes of background areas in P- and

B- frames are lowered down due to fewer bits are required to

encode the video background. More importantly, the cod-

ing time can thus be reduced significantly. The proposed

method is shown to be simple and effective, and the derived

video files completely agree the H.264 decoding specifica-

tions.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2,

investigations into the effects of using various macroblock

sizes on the coding performances are presented. Based on

the investigation results, heuristic partition assignments for

the foreground and background macroblocks are suggested.

Experimental results based on the proposed heuristics are

presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and discussions

of future works are given in Section 4.

2. MACROBLOCK PARTITION ANALYSIS

H.264 is different from the previous MPEG standards in

many ways. One of them is the tree-structured block sizes

for macroblock partitions used in inter-prediction motion

compensations. The various block sizes provide high flexi-

bility for optimizing rates and distortions in the coding of P-

and B- frames. During inter-prediction, a macroblock may

be split into 16×16, 8×16, 16×8, and 8×8 blocks. More-

over, a 8 × 8 block can be further divided into 4 × 8, 8 × 4,

and 4× 4 sub-blocks. Besides, there are additional 16× 16
skip type for P-frame and direct type for B-frame to effi-

ciently encode pictures with regions of very small motion.

These partitions are particularly efficient in coding diverse

shape boundaries.

2.1. Partition Type Decision

The choices of macroblock partitions would affect the re-

quired bits for coding motion compensated residues. Con-

ventional, for selecting a suitable partition, an RD optimiza-

tion criterion defined by

D(B, B̂|Q) + λ · R(B, B̂|Q), (1)

where Q represents the given quantization parameters, B

stands for a macroblock, B̂ denotes its reconstruction after

decoding, and D and R are functions measuring the block

distortion and the needed coding bits, is proposed in [12].

The scalar λ of (1) is set to control a balance between com-

pression distortions and rates. The best macroblock parti-

tion can be computed by evaluating partitions of all possi-

ble sizes for a macroblock and finding the choice with the

(a) Img: Dancer (b) Msk: Dancer (c) Img: Foreman (d) Msk: Foreman

Fig. 1. Example of image frames and their fore-

ground/background masks used in our experiments.

minimal cost with respect to (1). It results in costly search

in deciding a macroblock partition.

The main idea of the proposed approach is that the de-

cision process of macroblock partitions can be significantly

simplified if the foreground and background segmentations

of a video sequence are obtained. In this case, we can de-

liberately conduct a high quality foreground layer encoding

while adopt a rate-saving background compression. Ow-

ing to this rather specific objective, it becomes possible to

heuristically assign appropriate macroblock partitions to en-

code the foreground and background macroblocks in the

inter-prediction process, without resorting to the expensive

RD optimization.

2.2. Partition Type Distribution

Our investigation of the effects of using various macroblock

partition types is based on the modifications of the RD op-

timization. To achieve a quality-oriented coding, a small λ

value is set in (1) for foreground macroblocks. On the con-

trary, a large λ value is used to find suitable partition sizes

for background blocks. Statistics of the adopted partition

types are then plotted to show the kind of macroblock size

partition that is mostly used in either the high quality fore-

ground coding or the low bit-rate background compression.

Two benchmark video sequences, Dancer and Foreman,

are used in our study of partition types. As shown in Fig. 1,

the foreground and background masks for image frames are

manually marked. A JM7.3 encoder, which is a public C

model of H.264, is adopted and its RD optimization part is

modified to allow coding foreground and background mac-

roblocks with different λ values. Listed below are the de-

tailed settings for our study.

• Each macroblock having at least a foreground pixel is

marked as foreground.

• 59 image frames of each video sequence are encoded

in the order of IBPBPBI. . ..

• The default quantization parameter is set to 28.

• The default λ parameters are λ0 = 27.41 for I- and

P- frames and λ0 = 73.11 for B-frames.

• λF = 0.01λ0 is set for the encoding of foreground

macroblocks while λB = 6λ0 is for the background.



(a) Foreground: I-Frame (b) Foreground: P-Frame (c) Foreground: B-Frame

(d) Background: I-Frame (e) Background: P-Frame (f) Background: B-Frame

Fig. 2. The statistics of partition types used to encode foreground and background macroblocks with λF = 0.01λ0 and

λB = 6λ0, respectively.

We call this method the optimal-λ RD optimization for its

use of different λ settings to optimally encode video fore-

ground and background regions. With the above settings,

six histograms of macroblock partition types are plotted in

Fig. 2. As depicted in Figs. 2 (a) and (d), the block size of

I4 × 4 are used most to generate high quality intra-coded

macroblocks for I-frames. On the other hand, the amounts

of I16 × 16 sized macroblocks are increased in coding the

video background. The observations suggest us to use I4×4
for foreground and I16× 16 for background to speed up the

computation in coding I-frames.

Similarly, according to Figs. 2 (b) and (c), the partition

size of 4× 4 is of the largest portion among all the partition

types. It is thus considered to be the most suitable type for

encoding foreground blocks to achieve better quality. More-

over, from Figs. 2 (e) and (f), we can see there are peaks at

the skip type of P-frame and the Direct 16 × 16 type of B-

frame. However, these two types are not suitable for coding

videos with large motions, due to their lack of precise mac-

roblock motion estimation. Hence we heuristically choose

the size 16× 16, in addition to the skip type of P-frame and

the Direct 16 × 16 type of B-frame, to yield low bit-rate

background compressions for the inter-prediction motion

compensation process. Together with using different λF

and λB , the proposed foreground and background coding

scheme can achieve very high level of efficiency since there

are at most two candidates that need to be taken into con-

sideration during the search of proper block partition types.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In our experiments, three methods, the standard RD opti-

mization, the optimal-λ RD optimization and the proposed

scheme, are compared for foreground PSNRs and background

data sizes. As depicted in Fig. 3, the results show that

heuristic partition type assignments for macroblock inter-

predictions are feasible as the foreground coding quality and

the background rate-saving can both be achieved for coding

most P- and B- frames. As for I-frames, though the size of

I4 × 4 gives better coding quality for the foreground, the

adoption of partition size I16× 16 is somehow not decisive

for background coding size reduction. Even the optimal-λ

method can only lowered the coding sizes by a very small

amount. It implies that, for intra-predictions, block size set-

tings are not a major factor to compression sizes.

Table 1. The resulting comparisons of Dancer.
Dancer Time (Sec) Ave. PSNR Size (Bit)

Std. RDO 483 35.60 192451

Opt. RDO 492 37.16 149843

Our Method 173 36.12 175836

Table 2. The resulting comparisons of Foreman.
Foreman Time (Sec) Ave. PSNR Size (Bit)

Std. RDO 496 37.52 608598

Opt. RDO 579 39.34 538662

Our Method 187 38.87 732055

The entire coding time, average foreground PSNRs and

total background bit sizes are summarized in Table 1 and

Table 2. Except for the larger background coding size in the

foreman sequence (due to its higher coding bit-rates of I-

frames), the other results match our expectations. They also

support our idea that heuristically choosing candidate mac-

roblock partition types for the foreground and background

coding can be effective and efficient.



(a) Foreground PSNR: Dancer (b) Foreground PSNR: Foreman

(c) Background Size: Dancer (e) Background Size: Foreman

Fig. 3. Experimental comparisons of foreground PSNRs and background sizes are illustrated with respect to the method of

the standard RDO, of the optimal-λ RDO, and of the proposed method.

4. CONCLUSION

Investigations of foreground and background coding with

different λ parameters in RD optimization have been re-

ported. Heuristic assignments of macroblock partition types

are proposed and simulated. Our results show, once a more

specific compression objective is given, exhausted searches

for best macroblock partitions may not be required and the

coding performance can still be retained. The time com-

plexity of H.264 encoding can therefore be largely reduced.

Because our study is mainly focused on determining inter-

prediction block sizes, combining other intra-prediction mode

decision methods to enhance content-based codings is the

next step of our future work.
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